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Introduction

• The OpenMP Debug Interface, OMPD, is a 
standard interface for debugger introspection for 
OpenMP programs.

• OMPD works with OpenMP 3.1 programs, but 
cannot be applied to OpenMP 4.0 programs due 
to the addition of target regions in OpenMP 4.0.

• We study how to extend OMPD to OpenMP 4.0.
• We identify a scalability issue with the way OMPD 

currently represents threads.
• We propose Construction of Online Lightweight 

Thread Handles, COLT, as a new representation of 
threads for target regions in OpenMP programs.

• We test our proposal by implementing it in an 
OMPD library for cuda-gdb that targets OpenMP 
programs compiled with Clang and linked with 
libomp and libomptarget.
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• An OMPD library is loaded as a plugin by a regular 
debugger.

• The OMPD plugin enables OpenMP runtime 
introspection in the debugger.

• The debugger uses OMPD to
⁃ present logical stack traces to the user;
⁃ inspect the state of OpenMP threads;
⁃ inspect the hierarchy of OpenMP objects that 

represent OpenMP runtime elements.
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2 Target Regions

void vec_mult(int N)
{
  int i,j;
  float p[N], v1[N], v2[N];
  init(v1, v2, N);

#pragma omp target map(to: v1[:N], v2[:N]) map(from: p[:N])
#pragma omp teams num_teams(2)
  {
#pragma omp distribute
    for(j=0; j<2; j++) {
#pragma omp parallel for
      for (i=0; i<N; i++)
        p[i] = v1[i] * v2[i];
    }
  }

  output(p, N);
}

• OpenMP 4.0 introduces target devi-
ces and target regions to the OpenMP 
programming model.

• Target regions are OpenMP regions 
that are executed on a target device. 
A target region is created with a target 
construct.

• A teams construct is required to 
define the number of teams in the 
target region. Each team has one 
master thread and a predefined 
number of slave threads.

• The distribute construct distributes 
loop iterations over the master 
threads in each team. The parallel for 
construct activates the slave threads in 
each team.

• This programming model maps very 
well to current GPU devices.

3 API Extensions

ompd_rc_t
ompd_get_target_regions(…)

Enumerating target regions

ompd_rc_t
ompd_get_target_shape(…);

Queuing target region shape

ompd_rc_t
ompd_get_target_top_task_region(…);

Getting task of thread

ompd_rc_t
ompd_get_target_context(…);

Getting CUDA context of target 
region

ompd_rc_t
ompd_get_target_top_parallel_region(…);

Getting parallel region of thread

ompd_rc_t
ompd_get_target_host_task(…);

Getting host task that spawned 
target region
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4Representing Threads

A B C• With the current OMPD specification, each 
thread is represented by a thread handle.

• The debugger must query for active threads to 
traverse the hierarchy of OpenMP runtime 
objects.

• This works very well with OpenMP 3.1 programs 
where the set of threads is reasonably small (A).

• A modern GPU can host up to 32K resident 
threads. If such a device is used as a target 
device in an OpenMP 4.0 program, the current 
approach  will be inefficient (B).

• We propose to represent target threads by a 
target region handle and two integers (C). With 
this approach, only one handle is required for 
each target region.

Figure A: OpenMP runtime 
host objects

Figure B: OpenMP target runtime 
objects represented with current 

model

Figure C: OpenMP target 
runtime objects represented 

with COLT
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Conclusion 6

• We propose a set of API exten-
sions for OMPD tor support 
OpenMP target regions.

• By constructing an OMPD im-
plementation for cuda-gdb, we 
show that extending OMPD to 
support target regions is indeed 
feasible.

• COLT can reduce thread-handle 
memory overhead by a factor of 

2¹5 and eliminate 2¹5 library calls 
for high concurrency systems like 
GPUs.
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